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Abstract: Mathematical modeling has been used to interpret anatomical and physiological data obtained
from metabolic and hemodynamic studies aimed at investigating structure-function relationships in the
vasculature of the lung, and how these relationships are affected by lung injury and disease. The
indicator dilution method was used to study the activity of redox processes within the lung. A steadystate model of the data was constructed and used to show that pulmonary endothelial cells may play an
important role in reducing redox active compounds and that those reduction rates can be altered with
oxidative stress induced by exposure to high oxygen environments. In addition, a morphometric model
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of the pulmonary vasculature was described and used to detect, describe,and predict changes in
vascular morphology that occur in response to chronic exposure to low-oxygen environments, a
common model of pulmonary hypertension. Finally, the model was used to construct simulated
circulatory networks designed to aid in evaluation of competing hypotheses regarding the relative
contribution of various morphological and biomechanical changes observed with hypoxia. These
examples illustrate the role of mathematical modeling in the integration of the emerging metabolic,
hemodynamic, and morphometric databases.

Section I.

Introduction

The primary function of the pulmonary arterial system is to distribute blood flow in
proportion to alveolar ventilation, while maintaining input impedance consistent with
optimal right heart function. The function of the pulmonary capillary bed is to provide the
entire output from the right heart sufficient time in close apposition to alveolar gas for
essentially complete capillary blood–alveolar gas equilibration. The role of the pulmonary
venous system is to conduct the capillary blood back to the heart, without excessive
capillary pressure or interference with the distributing function of the pulmonary arterial
system. These hemodynamic functions must be robust over the wide range of cardiac
output, from rest to maximal exertion, and lung volume, from near residual volume to near
total lung capacity. Lung diseases disrupt these functions by changing the architecture and
mechanical properties of the pulmonary vessels and surrounding tissues. These changes
can exacerbate any mismatch between local perfusion and ventilation, inefficient gas
exchange, systemic hypoxemia, and can even result in pulmonary hypertension and cor
pulmonale. Thus, there has been much investigation devoted to understanding structure–
function relationships in the pulmonary vasculature and how these relationships are
affected by physiological adaptation and lung injury and disease.1–2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

Mathematical modeling has played an important role in understanding the
hemodynamics of the lungs. Several deterministic models of the pulmonary vascular bed
have been developed as tools for understanding the functional implications of the
measured geometry and mechanical behavior of the components of the pulmonary vascular
bed.6–7,8,12,13 Generally, these models are based on principles of mass and momentum
conservation that lead to the expression of the pressure-flow relationship within a vessel
(Poiseuille's law), in combination with empirical data stored in a database. Recently this
approach has been used to understand the implications of pulmonary disease, such as the
vascular remodeling that occurs with pulmonary hypertension.
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Besides its respiratory function, the lungs serve important nonrespiratory functions
primarily due to the large capillary surface area.14,15 These include pulmonary distribution
and/or metabolism of biogenic amines,16 lipophilic amine drugs,17,18 angiotensin
converting enzyme substrates,19,20 redox active compounds,14,15,21,22 and other ligands or
substrates for specific receptors, transporters, or enzymes.23,24 Indicator dilution methods
for investigation and characterization of these activities, for the most part, utilize
measurement of the venous outflow concentration of the compound of interest (indicator)
after bolus injection or pulse infusion. More recently such studies have been undertaken
using an imaging approach wherein regional distributions of the indicator can be
obtained.25,26 Studies have been carried out in a variety of animal models both in vivo and
in isolated perfused lungs. A key component leading to novel interpretations of these
studies has been development of mathematical models that estimate parameters
descriptive of the dominant interactions between the indicator and lung tissue
components. The studies have provided the means to quantify functional lung parameters
including heterogeneity of the capillary circulation, changes in perfused surface area, and
changes in the chemical and cellular composition of lung tissue, all of which can be altered
by lung disease or injury. One important example under investigation is the redox status of
lung tissue and its response to oxidant stress that occurs in lung injury and disease.
In this paper, we survey the current status of mathematical modeling applied to the
pulmonary circulation by examining several examples of studies designed to investigate
the impact of oxidative stress (either high or low levels of inspired oxygen) on lung
function. The first section introduces the indicator dilution method and applies the
technique to a study of redox activity within the lung, examining its change in response to
hyperoxia. The analysis reveals that the distribution of blood transit times in the
pulmonary microcirculation may be critical in the interpretation of the data, so the second
section describes methods for evaluating the heterogeneity of transit times within the
pulmonary circulation. The third section describes mathematical models that have been
developed to detect, describe, and predict changes in vascular morphology that occur in
response to hypoxia, a model of pulmonary hypertension, using data obtained from
microfocal computed tomography (CT) images of rat lungs. Finally, the vascular
morphology models and data are used as a starting point for constructing simulated
circulatory networks designed to aid in evaluation of competing hypotheses regarding the
relative contribution of various morphological and biomechanical changes observed with
hypoxia.
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Section II.

Indicator Dilution Method for Studying Hyperoxic Lung Injury

Indicator dilution methods are based on explaining, both qualitatively and
quantitatively, how concentrations of two or more substances (indicators), usually a
vascular indicator plus the substrate(s) and/or product(s) of interest, vary with time as
they pass through the lung. The indicators are introduced into the lung inflow as a rapid
bolus or a pulse of finite duration, and then their concentrations are measured in the
venous outflow as functions of time. The information content of data resulting from
indicator dilution methods can be complex because, in addition to the metabolic processes
of interest occurring within the tissue, organ perfusion (e.g., capillary surface area and
transit time distribution), and reactions taking place in the blood (e.g., plasma–protein
binding, metabolism by enzymes, uptake, and/or binding to formed elements) can
influence the amount of indicator removed and/or modified on passage through the organ.
Thus, interpretation of data necessitates the use of mathematical models based on
hypotheses regarding the processes responsible for the mechanisms of indicator
disposition on passage through the organ.
Indicator dilution methods have been used to investigate the mechanisms involved
in lung injury and adaptation during exposure of animals to high levels of inspired
oxygen.27–28,29,30 This high oxygen environment, known as hyperoxia, is a common clinical
therapy, that nonetheless presents an oxidative stress that can be toxic to the lungs.27,28,30
Thus, animal models have been developed to evaluate the time course, severity and
pathophysiological mechanisms involved.31,32 These models have revealed that increased
formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as superoxide and hydrogen peroxide,
plays a key role in the pathogenesis of lung O2 toxicity, and that the pulmonary
endothelium is a primary site of O2 toxicity.

The rat model of hyperoxic lung injury mimics lung O2 toxicity observed clinically,
but the rat model is unique in that animals exposed to 85% O2 for ∼5 days develop
tolerance to the otherwise lethal effects of 100% O2.31, 33 Studies investigating the effect of
hyperoxia on the activities of pro- and/or antioxidant enzyme systems using lung
homogenate31–32,33 are important because of the range of manipulations that can be
achieved. However, mechanisms identified in these reduced systems need to be evaluated
at the organ level to determine their quantitative significance in intact lungs. Studies
evaluating cell functions in intact lungs have lagged behind the advances of in vitro cell
biology, in part because of the complexities involved in studying multiple interacting cell
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types within an intact functioning organ. In this section, we present an example of the use
of the indicator dilution method and mathematical modeling to quantify the effect of
hyperoxia (85% O2 exposure for 21 days) on the activity of an antioxidant enzyme
(NAD(P)H : quinone oxidoreductase 1, NQO1) in the rat lung.

A. Duroquinone Reduction During Passage Through the Pulmonary
Circulation

The redox-active compound duroquinone, DQ (2,3,5,6-tetramethyl-1,4benzoquinone) has been used as a substrate for NQO1.14,15 and hence has the potential to
elucidate the effects of exposure to hyperoxia on lung NQO1 activity. As a first step, an
experimental protocol was developed to identify the dominant vascular and tissue
processes that affect DQ disposition on passage through the lungs of rats exposed to room
air (normoxic rats).14 The primary measurements were the pulmonary venous outflow
concentrations of DQ and its reduction product, durohydroquinone (DQH2), during arterial
pulse infusion of DQ, with and without inhibitors. Fig. 1 shows the outflow concentrations
of DQ, DQH2, and the vascular indicator fluorescein isothiocyanate dextran (FITC-dex)
during 60-s pulse infusions of DQ and FITC-dex in normoxic isolated perfused rat lungs.
The concentrations of the various chemical species are represented as fractions of the
pulmonary arterial DQ or FITC-dex concentrations ([DQ] and [FITC-dex], respectively). The
[FITC-dex] outflow curve represents what the DQ curve would have been had DQ simply
remained in the perfusate and not interacted with the lung as it passed through the
pulmonary circulation. A large fraction of the infused DQ in the venous outflow is present
as DQH2, illustrating the ability of the lung to reduce DQ. The outflow [DQ], [DQH2], and
[FITC-dex] reached steady state by ∼50 s.

Fig. 1. Examples of the time course for the venous outflow concentrations of FITC-dex, DQ, and DQH2
during a pulse infusion of FITC-dex or DQ into the pulmonary artery of a normoxic rat lung. The solid
lines are model fits to data.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the steady-state venous outflow concentration of DQH2 and the infused DQ
concentration for normoxic (n=7) and hyperoxia lungs (n=5). Values are mean ±SE. Solid lines are
model fit to the data.

The capacity of normoxic and hyperoxic lungs to reduce DQ was evaluated by
varying the infused [DQ]. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the steady-state rate of
lung DQH2 efflux during DQ infusion, defined as the product of the steady-state venous
outflow [DQH2] and perfusate flow, and the infused [DQ]. The steady-state rate of DQH2
efflux during DQ infusion was higher in hyperoxic lungs as compared to normoxic lungs
during DQ infusion at 200 and 400 μM. Perfusion with dicumarol, an NQO1 inhibitor,
completely inhibited (>96%) DQH2 efflux during infusion of the high concentration of DQ,
suggesting that NQO1 is the dominant DQ reductase in both normoxic and hyperoxic lungs.

B. Kinetic Modeling

Interpretation of the data in Figs. 1 and 2 is not straightforward, since the rate of
lung DQH2 efflux during DQ infusion is determined not only by NQO1-mediated DQ
reduction, but also by other vascular and tissue interactions. A kinetic model to interpret
the data and to estimate parameters descriptive of the dominant interactions was
developed.14 Changes in these parameters form the basis for the evaluation of the effect of
hyperoxia on lung NQO1 activity.

As shown in Fig. 3, the model consists of a capillary volume (𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 ) and its surrounding
tissue volume (𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 ). The free forms (i.e., not albumin bound) of both DQ and DQH2 are
assumed to be freely permeable into 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 .14 Within 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 , the model allows for nonspecific
rapidly equilibrating interactions of DQ and DQH2 with the albumin perfusate 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 . Within 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 ,
two-electron DQ reduction to DQH2, DQH2 oxidation to DQ, and nonspecific rapidly
equilibrating interactions of DQ and DQH2 with lung tissue sites of association 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 are
permitted. EH and E+ are the reduced and oxidized forms, respectively, of intracellular
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electron donor(s). The reduction of DQ to DQH2 is assumed to follow Michaelis–Menten
kinetics,14 where 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 represent the maximum reduction rate and Michaelis–
Menten constant, respectively. All other reactions are assumed to follow the law of mass
action and to proceed with a rate constant 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 in the forward direction and, if reversible
within the time course of the study, with a rate constant 𝑘𝑘−𝑖𝑖 in the reverse direction. The
corresponding stoichiometric equations are also shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Left: schematic illustration of the interactions occurring within the vasculature and the tissue as a
bolus of DQ passes through the capillaries. Right: stoichiometric equations representing interactions
shown on left.

Pulmonary capillary dimensions (diam=∼5 μm and length=∼1 mm3) are such that
radial diffusion is sufficiently rapid to prevent radial indicator concentration gradients
within the capillary lumen, even when the indicator extraction fraction is high. For
instance, Bassingthwaighte et al.34 estimated the time constant for radial diffusion in a 5μm-diameter capillary with a radial diffusion coefficient of 10−5 cm/s to be ∼6 ms, which is
quite short when compared to pulmonary capillary transit times which range from one-half
to several seconds.35 On the other hand, the capillary length and magnitude of the Peclet
number (ratio of convection to diffusion velocities) are such that mass transport by axial
diffusion flux is not included within the capillary element model.35,36
The stoichiometric relationships can then be expressed by the following species
balance equations, describing the spatial and temporal variations in FITC-dex (R), DQ, and
DQH2 within 𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 and 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 :
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where 𝑊𝑊 = 𝐿𝐿/𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 is the convective transport velocity and 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐 is the capillary mean vascular
transit time, and x=0 and x=L represent the capillary inlet and outlet, respectively.
Indicator concentrations, at distance x from the capillary inlet at time t, of the total (free +
bound) DQ and DQH2 are represented by [DQ] and [DQH2 ], respectively. Note that [DQ] =
[DQ]𝛼𝛼1 and [DQH2 ] = ([DQH2 ]𝛼𝛼3 , where 𝛼𝛼1 = 1 + [𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 ]𝑘𝑘1 /𝑘𝑘−1 and 𝛼𝛼3 = 1 + [𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 ]𝑘𝑘2 /𝑘𝑘−2 are
constants accounting for the rapidly equilibrating interactions of DQ and DQH2 with the
perfusate. 𝐾𝐾ma = 𝛼𝛼1 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚 (𝜇𝜇M) is the apparent Michaelis–Menten constant; 𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹1 = 𝛼𝛼2 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 and
𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹2 = 𝛼𝛼4 𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 (ml) are the virtual volumes of distribution, where 𝛼𝛼2 = 1 + [𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 ]𝑘𝑘4 /𝑘𝑘−4 and
𝛼𝛼4 = 1 + [𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 ]𝑘𝑘5 /𝑘𝑘−5 are constants accounting for the rapidly equilibrating interactions of
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DQ and DQH2 with lung tissue sites of association, respectively. Finally, 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 =
−1

𝑉𝑉𝑒𝑒 𝑘𝑘3 [O2 ]1⁄2 (ml ⋅ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) is the tissue mediated DQH2 oxidation rate constant. To put 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 in
perspective, if one were to assume Michaelis–Menten kinetics for DQH2 oxidation, 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 would
be an approximation to the ratio of the maximum oxidation rate to the Michaelis–Menten
constant. The [H+ ], [O2 ], and [EH] included in some parameter groups are assumed
constant during a given sample collection period.14
Pulse infusion of DQ or DQH2 corresponds to a steady-state model so that (1)–(3)
reduce to

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑐𝑐
(4)(5)
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�.
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Given 𝛼𝛼1 and 𝛼𝛼3 , the identifiable model parameters under steady-state conditions
−1

are the maximum reduction rate constant 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝜇𝜇mol ⋅ 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚); the apparent Michaelis–
Menten constant, 𝐾𝐾ma (𝜇𝜇M); and the tissue-mediated DQH2 oxidation rate constant 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 (ml ⋅
−1

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚).

Under conditions of no oxidation of DQH2 to DQ (i.e., 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 = 0), (4) and (5) simplify to
the following uncoupled ordinary differential equations:
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Equations (6) and (7) can be further simplified by assuming that all capillary
pathways have the same transit time. Then integrating both sides of (6) results in (8),
relating the rate of DQ reduction ν (μmol⋅min−1) to the steady-state venous outflow [DQ]
and [DQH2], 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , and 𝐾𝐾ma

(8)

𝜈𝜈 =

𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 [DQ]log
𝐾𝐾ma [DQ]log

where ν is the product of the outflow steady-state [DQH2] during DQ infusion and the
perfusate flow rate; and DQlog = ([DQ]in − [DQ]out )/ln([DQ]in /[DQ]out ), where [DQ]in is

outflow steady-state ([DQ] + [DQH2 ]) and [DQ]out is outflow steady-state [DQ] during DQ
infusion. [DQ]log, referred to as the log mean [DQ], is the effective [DQ] in the capillary
region during DQ infusion, since [DQ] decreases as it passes through the capillaries.14,37

The kinetic parameters 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐾𝐾ma describing NQO1-mediated DQ reduction can
be estimated by fitting (8) to ν as a function of [DQ]log, as shown in Fig. 4 for normoxic and
hyperoxic rat lungs. Given 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐾𝐾ma , the additional oxidation parameter was obtained
by solving (4) and (5) and fitting the solution to data in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. DQ reduction rate versus log mean [DQ] during DQ infusion in the presence of cyanide (2 mM) in
normoxic (n=4, filled circles) and hyperoxic (n=4, open circles) rat lungs. Values are mean ±SE. Solid
lines are model fits to the data.

C. Redox Modeling Results

In the presence of cyanide, which inhibits tissue-mediated DQH2 oxidation, the DQ
reduction rate ν is equal to the steady-state rate of DQH2 outflow during DQ infusion. Fig. 4
shows ν as a function of [DQ]log for normoxic and hyperoxic lungs, where the solid lines
correspond to the model fit of (8) to the data. Exposure to hyperoxia for 21 days
significantly increased the estimates of both 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (by ∼110%) and 𝐾𝐾ma (by ∼240%) as
compared to normoxic lungs.

The increase in Vmax is consistent with a hyperoxia-induced increase in lung NQO1
activity in cells accessible to DQ on passage through hyperoxic lungs, presumably
dominated by capillary endothelial cells.14,15 The increase in 𝐾𝐾ma , the Michaelis–Menten
constant for DQ reduction, for hyperoxic lungs is not consistent with 𝐾𝐾ma being an intensive
property of the reductase. Since dicumarol inhibits other reductases,38 one possible
explanation for an increase in 𝐾𝐾ma in hyperoxic lungs might be that other dicumarolinhibitable DQ reductase(s) are induced.
Another possible explanation is an increase in the capillary transit time
heterogeneity in hyperoxic lungs. The kinetic model described above assumes a
homogeneous transit time distribution, i.e., all pathways have the same transit time.
However, the relative dispersion of the vascular transit time distribution in hyperoxic lungs
is ∼40% greater than that of normoxic lungs. Since much of the vascular transit time
heterogeneity occurs within the capillary bed,14,35 an organ model which accounts for a
heterogeneous distribution of capillary transit times ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) was used to evaluate the
sensitivity of the estimates of 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝐾𝐾ma on this heterogeneity. Model simulations
revealed that 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is virtually insensitive to ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡), whereas 𝐾𝐾ma is sensitive to an increase
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in the heterogeneity of ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) which may account for the increased 𝐾𝐾ma in hyperoxic lungs.
These results suggest that knowledge of ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) may be important for reliable parameter
estimation.

The role of endothelial cells in DQ reduction to DQH2 on passage through the
pulmonary circulation was confirmed using cultured pulmonary arterial endothelial cells.
DQH2 was found to appear in the medium when cells were incubated with DQ, and
dicumarol blocked the appearance of DQH2. Furthermore, the estimated rate of DQ
reduction, normalized to surface area, is on the same order as that estimated in rat lungs,15
suggesting that the pulmonary endothelium is the dominant site of DQ reduction in the
lungs. This is potentially important, since NQO1 has been shown to confer protection from
oxidant stress, and the pulmonary capillary endothelium is a primary site of O2 toxicity.31

Section III.

Pulmonary Transit Time Distribution

The mean and distribution around the mean of blood transit or residence times
within the pulmonary vasculature have important implications with regard to lung
function. In particular, gas exchange between the alveolar air and blood, and substrate
exchange between blood and tissue are dependent on, among other things, the pulmonary
capillary transit times. The longer the capillary transit time, the more time available for
exchange. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the rate of exchange is inversely
proportional to the heterogeneity of the capillary transit time distribution ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) [39]. Thus,
ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) is an important determinant of the overall efficiency of the exchange process, and
plays an important role in the disposition of an indicator as it passes through the lungs.

In general, dispersion of a bolus within an organ occurs in: 1) conducting arteries
and veins via velocity profile effects and heterogeneity of flows and/or lengths among
parallel pathways and 2) the capillary bed due to its tortuous nature. The literature reveals
that the whole spectrum of assumptions has been used, from all dispersion occurs within
the arterial and venous trees so that the capillary transport function takes the form of a
delta function, i.e., all capillaries have one common transit time,40,41 to the assumption that
the arterial and venous transport functions are delta functions so that all of the organ
dispersion occurs within the capillary bed.42,43 If the transit time dispersion within the
arteries were due only to velocity profile effects, the bolus would be presented to all the
capillaries at the same time, but it would be more dispersed than at the arterial input.
Alternatively, if only heterogeneous transit times contributed to dispersion, each capillary
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would receive an input concentration curve having no more dispersion than the original
arterial input, but it would arrive at different capillaries at different times, resulting in an
aggregated input to the entire capillary bed being more dispersed than the arterial input
curve. Support for one of these alternatives, or a combination thereof, provides increased
confidence in kinetic parameter estimates.

Determination of dispersion within different components of the vasculature begins
with a mathematical formulation of the distribution of transit times through the total lung.
The overall organ transit time distribution ℎ(𝑡𝑡) can be regarded as a normalized frequency
distribution of transit times whose shape depends on the flows and accessible volumes of
each transit pathway through the organ. Similarly, the distribution of capillary transit times
ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) represents the normalized frequency distribution of transit times through the
pulmonary capillaries. In general, a transit time distribution is completely determined by
knowledge of all of its moments 𝜇𝜇 𝑟𝑟 about the mean μ, i.e.,
∞

𝜇𝜇 𝑟𝑟 = � (𝑡𝑡 − 𝜇𝜇)𝑟𝑟 ℎ(𝑡𝑡)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
0

Assuming a linear, time-invariant system, the arterial inflow 𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) and venous
outflow 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 (𝑡𝑡) concentration curves can then be related using 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) ∗ ℎ(𝑡𝑡), where ∗
denotes temporal convolution, so that ℎ(𝑡𝑡) can be determined using numerical
deconvolution.44 Alternatively, the moments of ℎ(𝑡𝑡) can be calculated by taking the
difference of the moments of 𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) and 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 (𝑡𝑡), i.e., 𝜇𝜇ℎ𝑟𝑟 = 𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 − 𝜇𝜇𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟 . The same approach can be
used in principle to determine ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) or its moments, except that 𝑐𝑐𝐼𝐼 (𝑡𝑡) and 𝑐𝑐𝑂𝑂 (𝑡𝑡) are
interpreted as the arteriolar input and venule output of the capillary bed.

Fig. 5. Examples of data obtained from contrast-enhanced angiography of a rat lung. Left: pulmonary
arterial inlet (A) and pulmonary venous outlet (V) Center: small artery (𝑐𝑐in , diam=200 μm) and
microvasculature (m). Right: estimated capillary transit time distribution (ℎ𝑐𝑐 ) obtained from 𝑐𝑐in , and m
using (11) and (12).
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The contribution of the arterial and venous trees to the overall dispersion within the
lung has been examined using contrast-enhanced x-ray angiography to image a bolus of
contrast medium during its transit through the vasculature of a dog lung.2 In this approach,
the contrast medium serves as the vascular indicator so that indicator concentration curves
were measured at the arterial inlet, the venous outlet, and selected locations within the
intrapulmonary arterial and venous trees. Moment analysis was performed to estimate the
moments of the overall lung ℎ(𝑡𝑡) from the difference in the first and second moments
(mean transit time and variance, respectively) of the inlet arterial and outlet venous
curves. Also, moments at selected locations within the arterial were calculated and
compared with those of the inlet artery curves to characterize the transit times and
variances of arterial pathways. Transit times for the arterial pathways upstream from small
arteries (∼200 μm diam) were ∼20% of the total lung lobe transit time while the variance
among these arterial transit times was less than ∼5% of the total variance of the lung. On
average, the dispersion that occurred along a given arterial pathway was negligible. Since
the venous results were similar, the study concluded that the arterial + venous mean
transit time was ∼40% of the total mean transit time and the dispersion within the arterial
and venous trees, as measured by their variances, was less than ∼20% of the total. Taken
together, the results suggest that most of the heterogeneity in transit time in the
intrapulmonary vasculature occurs within the pulmonary capillary bed rather than in
conducting arteries or veins.2
Contrast-enhanced x-ray angiography was also used to deduce ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) by examining
capillary regions within the images. Regional analysis was performed by acquiring a small
inlet artery concentration curve 𝑐𝑐in (𝑡𝑡) and regional capillary curve 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) proportional to
the mass of contrast medium in the capillary region at time t. Examples in Fig. 5 were
acquired from an isolated perfused rat lung during passage of a bolus of radiopaque
contrast medium. Mass balance can be used to describe 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡), i.e.,
𝑡𝑡

(9)

𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹 �[𝑐𝑐in (𝑠𝑠) − 𝑐𝑐out (𝑠𝑠)] 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
0

where 𝑐𝑐in (𝑡𝑡)) and 𝑐𝑐out (𝑡𝑡) are the capillary region inlet and outlet absorbance curves,
respectively, and F is the constant flow rate through the capillary region.45–46,47 By writing
𝑐𝑐out (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐in (𝑡𝑡) ∗ ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡), (9) becomes
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𝑡𝑡

(10)

If we define

(11)

(10) becomes
(12)

𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐in (𝑡𝑡) ∗ �1 − � ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑� .
0

𝑡𝑡

𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹 �1 − � ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑠𝑠)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�
0

𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑐𝑐in (𝑡𝑡) ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡)

where the flow-weighted impulse residue function 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) represents 𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡) that would be
measured if the inlet concentration curve were an impulse. The complete distribution of
capillary transit times ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) can then be determined using numerical deconvolution [44].
Fig. 5 shows the estimate of ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) obtained for the capillary region of this rat lung example
using this approach.

The above method requires measurement of inlet concentration curves from small
arteries approaching the entrance to the capillary bed, such as those obtained via high
magnification imaging. In the absence of these small artery curves, a modeling approach
has been developed to estimate ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) from a vascular indicator and indicators that rapidly
equilibrate between the blood and tissue on passage through the capillaries.48,49 This
method uses the notion that dispersion within the arteries and veins is the same for both
types of indicators. However, in the capillaries, transit of rapidly equilibrating indicators is
slowed due to the relatively larger volume of distribution. This delay depends on the
capillary and tissue volumes as well as the tissue-to-plasma partition coefficient. Since the
delay is distributed in proportion to the capillary transit time distribution for the vascular
indicator, a fixed relationship between the moments of ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) of the vascular and rapidly
equilibrating indicators can be determined. Knowing the moments, mean transit time,
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variance, and skewness, say, a reasonable representation of ℎ𝑐𝑐 (𝑡𝑡) can be constructed using
a random-walk or lagged-normal density function, for example.44

Section IV.

Modeling of Pulmonary Vascular Structure and Function

Continuous modulation of blood flow through vascular beds is paramount to the
health of tissues, and ultimately the host organism in which they reside. Systemic control,
managed by muscular arterioles and precapillary sphincters, has the task of providing a
constant flow of blood through the tissues supplied by them, with little dependence on the
mean arterial blood pressure. Control of the pulmonary circuit capillary flow is a different
phenomenon in that muscular arterioles are absent and vascular control is exerted by
muscular and partially muscular pulmonary arteries and veins. Compared to their systemic
counterparts, normal pulmonary arteries are shorter and more distensible which gives
them the capacity to accept high flow with little increase in pressure. In addition, under
resting conditions, some capillaries do not conduct blood flow and are therefore recruitable
under the demand of higher flow. In order for the pulmonary circulation to conduct the
same volume as the entire systemic circulation with only a fraction of the driving force (∼7
mmHg in the pulmonary compared to 90 mmHg in the systemic circulation of resting
humans), pulmonary vascular resistance must be maintained at about one-fifteenth that of
the systemic circulation and vary greatly to accept large swings in cardiac output.50

In the normal lung, the pulmonary arterial tree conducts high volumes of blood at
low intraarterial pressure and helps to maintain the delicate balance between ventilation
and perfusion. When there is persistent abnormally high blood pressure within the
pulmonary vasculature, pulmonary hypertension is said to exist. Maladaptive changes in
morphology due to disease and the accompanying pathophysiologic processes are referred
to as remodeling.9 In the lung, remodeling typically occurs in the parenchyma (e.g.,
fibrosis51), the airways (e.g., asthma52), and/or the vasculature (e.g., pulmonary arterial
hypertension53). Pulmonary vascular remodeling, involving alteration of the composition
and structure of the walls of the pulmonary vasculature, can be both a result of and cause of
pulmonary hypertension. The walls of the muscular pulmonary arteries (greater than 30
μm diam) respond to chronic increases in intravascular pressure by becoming thicker and
stronger, and neomuscularization occurs in precapillary pulmonary arteries normally void
of muscle.54 These changes, thought to be a compensatory response to protect vessels from
leaks and aneurysms, can have a negative effect on the hemodynamics and gas exchange
function of the lung. Although these may be useful adaptations to physiological stress,
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under pathophysiological conditions they can result in detrimental effects on the lungs
(higher resistance/impedance and/or decreased gas exchange) and heart (increased strain
and hypertrophy).

Chronic exposure to low inspired oxygen levels (hypoxia) is an oxidative stress used
as a common animal model of pulmonary hypertension.5,55–56,57,58,59 An abundance of
histological data on cellular composition, reactivity data from large isolated vessels, and
changes in cellular metabolism in response to hypoxia and other models of pulmonary
hypertension have been published.53,55,56,59–60,61,62 However, complete understanding of the
mechanisms and consequences of vascular remodeling requires knowledge of the etiology
and impact of pulmonary hypertension on the longitudinal distribution of pulmonary
vascular resistance, lumenal morphology, and branching patterns of the pulmonary arterial
tree. Thus, mathematical models have been developed that integrate three-dimensional
representations of the tree into the appropriate hemodynamic context to understand and
predict flow and pressure distributions within the arterial tree.4,63,64 These models can be
used to predict the impact of pathologies, such as vessel drop out, decreased arterial
distensibility, or both, to identify which treatment modalities are likely to have the most
positive impact.

Fig. 6. Left: micro-CT surface shaded rendering of a normoxic rat pulmonary arterial tree. Right:
rendering where the pulmonary arterial principal pathway has been identified. The location of the first
several morphological measurements are indicated.

A. The Pulmonary Arterial Trunk

The pulmonary vascular tree has a complex branching structure, which is actually
two adjacent trees (arterial and venous) that intricately connect at their most distal
branches. For example, in humans, Horsfield measured 17 branching orders in the
pulmonary arterial tree.65 This implies the arterial network alone has on the order of
7.3×107 branches. Thus, measurement, or even modeling, of all vessels in the tree can be
cumbersome. Since the spatial structure of the pulmonary arteries has been described as
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fractal in nature.10,66,67 it is prudent to use concepts related to fractal-like structures, such
as self-consistency, to simplify data analysis and modeling calculations. To this end, the
principal pathway was defined as the main pulmonary arterial trunk and its immediate
daughter branches,5,63,68,69 as shown in Fig. 6. A self-consistent tree has the property that
the structure of all side branches off the principal pathway is statistically indistinguishable
from their corresponding subregions of the main trunk. The subregion is that portion of the
main trunk distal to the point at which the main trunk diameter equals the diameter of the
side branch being compared. Thus, in a statistical sense, the principal pathway of a selfconsistent tree would contain all of the information needed to rebuild the entire pulmonary
arterial tree. Since rat pulmonary arterial trees have been shown to be self-consistent,5,63,69
the task of measuring all the vessels in the pulmonary tree is reduced to measuring only the
vessels along the main pulmonary trunk and the inlet diameter of its immediate daughter
branches. Application of these simplifying conventions provides a means of summarizing
the global morphometric and mechanical properties of the vascular tree from a reduced set
of measurements.

Fig. 7. Principal pathway data (main pulmonary arterial trunk, circles, and side daughter branches,
triangles) from a normoxic rat lung. Pulmonary artery diameter D versus its distance x from the first
lobar bifurcation as indicated by “inlet” in Fig. 6. The solid lines are the model fit of (13) and (14) to the
data.

Sprague–Dawley rat lungs were imaged using micro-CT [69] at a constant airway
pressure (6 mmHg) and a range of intravascular pressures (5.4, 12, 21, and 30 mmHg)
following infusion of radiopaque contrast medium into the pulmonary arterial tree.
Lengths and diameters of vessel segments along the main pulmonary trunk and each
immediate daughter branch were measured from the reconstructed image volume
acquired from a normoxic control rat and are shown in Fig. 7.
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The geometric relationships along the principal pathway have been summarized
using a mathematical model where diameter D of a vessel segment along the main trunk, at
distance x from the inlet, is described by
(13)

𝑥𝑥 𝑐𝑐
𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥) = 𝐷𝐷(0) �1 −
�
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

(14)

𝑥𝑥 𝑐𝑐Br
𝐷𝐷Br (𝑥𝑥) = 𝐷𝐷Br (0) �1 −
�
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

where D(0) is the main trunk diameter at the first bifurcation (x=0), Ltot is the total length
of the main trunk, and c is a measure of the taper of the main trunk diameter from inlet to
termination.64,69 Similarly, the diameters of the side daughter branches can be described by

where 𝐷𝐷Br (0) is the diameter of the first daughter branch off the main trunk, i.e., the left
pulmonary artery, and 𝑐𝑐Br represents the taper of an equivalent trunk that could be created
using the side daughter branches. The resulting model fit to the principal pathway and side
daughter branch data are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 7.
Similarly, the relationship between the cumulative number of branches 𝑁𝑁Br and
distance along the main trunk, can be written as
(15)

𝑏𝑏
𝑥𝑥
𝑁𝑁Br (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 �1 − �1 − �
���
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿

where 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 is the total number of branches off the main trunk and b is a measure of how
the branches are distributed along the vessel, i.e., when b>1, the number of branches per
unit length increases with x and the opposite occurs when b<1. Fig. 8 shows branching
data from the principal pathway measured in a normoxic rat lung and fit to model (15).
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Fig. 8. Cumulative number of side branches 𝑁𝑁Br versus distance x from the inlet from a normoxic rat lung
(circles) and the model fit of (15) (solid line).

B. Structural and Biomechanical Effects of Vascular Remodeling

Common structural hallmarks of pulmonary vascular remodeling include artery
lumenal narrowing, vessel wall thickening, and a decrease in the number of small arteries.
In many rat models of pulmonary vascular remodeling, one of the first structural features
observed is the appearance of neomuscularization of the small pulmonary arteries. This
neomuscularization tends to increase pulmonary vascular resistance and decrease the
number of parallel pathways, thereby diminishing excess capacitive volume in the vascular
bed. Evidence of such changes can be observed visually in Fig. 9 as a reduction in
background haze, corresponding to a potential loss in arterial density. These structural
changes between normoxic and hypoxic rats are revealed quantitatively by parameters that
estimate length of the pulmonary arterial main trunk (𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 44.1mm and 39.9 mm for
normoxia and hypoxia, respectively), and the number of branch orders (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 36.4 and
29.0 for normoxia and hypoxia, respectively).5

Fig. 9. X-ray projection image of contrast-filled normoxic (left) and hypoxic (right) rat lungs at a
static vascular pressure=30 mmHg.

In addition to changes in structural parameters, the mechanical properties of
remodeled vessels following exposure to chronic hypoxia have been investigated.5 Vessel
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wall thickening is frequently associated with stiffer vessels as measured by vessel
distensibility. Arterial diameter D as a function of pressure P has been described by the
relation

(16)

𝐷𝐷(𝑃𝑃)
= 1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂

where 𝐷𝐷0 is arterial diameter at zero pressure, and α is referred to as “distensibility”.70
Equation (16) was fit to pressure and diameter data obtained from the CT images to
evaluate the distensibility of individual vessels. This fitting revealed that α is nearly vesseldiameter independent, even for hypoxic rat lungs.5,63,69 Thus, (16) was integrated into the
principal pathway model using a single global α.5 That is, (16) can be incorporated into
(13) and (14) to obtain the more general model

(17)(18)

𝑥𝑥 𝑐𝑐
𝐷𝐷(𝑥𝑥, 𝑃𝑃) =
𝐷𝐷(0,0)(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼) �1 −
�
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
𝑐𝑐Br
𝑥𝑥
𝐷𝐷Br (𝑥𝑥, 𝑃𝑃) = 𝐷𝐷Br (0,0)(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼) �1 −
� .
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡Br

Parameter estimates were obtained using the FMINUNC routine in the Matlab
version 6.5, release 13, optimization toolbox by fitting (17) and (18) to the main trunk and
side branch data measured from the control Sprague–Dawley rat lung at the four different
intravascular pressures. The resulting parameter estimates were D(0,0)=1.42 mm and
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 49.0mm, c=0.78; 𝐷𝐷Br (0,0) = 0.73mm and 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡Br = 49.0mm, 𝑐𝑐Br = 1.35; and
α=3.0% per mmHg. Fig. 10 shows these vessel measurement data and the corresponding
surface generated from the fit using (17). Graphically, α represents the slope of the surface
of the model fit to the principal pathway data over a range of intravascular pressures and
diameters.
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Fig. 10. Main trunk data from a normoxic rat lung plotted at vascular pressures of 5.4 (diamonds), 12
(squares), 21 (triangles), and 30 (circles) mmHg. Data symbols represent arterial diameter D as a
function of vascular pressure P and distance from the inlet x. The surface represents the combined
model fit to the principal pathway data as given in (17). The arterial distensibility α is reflected by the
slope of the gray mesh surface with respect to pressure.

A previous study using this model revealed a significant decrease in arterial
distensibility of hypoxic as compared to normoxic rats (2.8% per mmHg and 1.5% per
mmHg for normoxia and hypoxia, respectively).5 This twofold decrease in distensibility
appears to be important because of its impact on the flow and pressure-volume
distribution of blood in the pulmonary vasculature as described subsequently.

C. Functional Implications

As observed above, the mammalian pulmonary circulation is unique in that its
primary function is to efficiently distribute blood flow to a dense interconnected capillary
network in proportion to local alveolar ventilation, without precapillary sphincters.
Instead, primary control of pulmonary blood flow, and thus, pulmonary blood pressure, is
thought to be achieved primarily by flow partitioning via the connective structure of the
pulmonary vessels as well as the vessel sizes, fine tuned by locally acting regulatory
systems, e.g., pulmonary blood vessel constriction in response to alveolar hypoxia or
dilation in response to stress-induced nitric oxide.71 There is an extensive experimental
literature devoted to the spatial distribution of pulmonary blood flow as well as alveolar
ventilation and pulmonary perfusion matching, e.g.11

Various mathematical modeling studies have focused on understanding the impact
of arterial network properties on the control of vascular pressure and flow in the
pulmonary circulation.6,72–73,74 Many of these studies have relied on morphometric data for
the pulmonary arterial tree, i.e., the number, length, and diameter of pulmonary vessels and
their connectivity, that exist in varying detail as statistical extrapolations of actual
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morphometric measurements, e.g., Fig. 11.6,72,73,75,76 Recently, Burrowes et al.77 have begun
to merge measurements providing detailed descriptions of the geometry of the large
vessels obtained from volumetric CT, with statistically based models of the small-scale
vascular structure. These studies have contributed significantly to the understanding of the
flow distribution within the pulmonary circulation. As in most pulmonary blood flow
modeling studies, Burrowes assumed steady laminar flow and rigid vascular structures.
Although cardiac output, and hence pulmonary input, is pulsatile, their work, and other
models that assume steady flow, is relevant because measurements of the pulmonary
circulation indicate that the dominant component of pulmonary vascular impedance
resides at the zero frequency.78 Thus, in the pulmonary circulation model presented here,
particularly for studies in which the pulmonary circulation is perfused with a constant
pump flow, Occam's razor is employed79 and pulmonary vessels are modeled using the
assumption of steady flow in an idealized cylindrical blood vessel.

Fig. 11. Relationship between the number of vessels within a morphometric summary and mean arterial
diameter from measurements on pulmonary arterial tree casts from human,72 dog (squares,73 and filled
symbol,6 cat,69 and rat.70

Modeling begins by considering steady laminar flow F within a rigid cylindrical
vessel with diameter D and length L. The pressure drop ΔP from the inlet to the outlet of
the blood vessel is calculated using Poiseuilles's law, resulting in a fluid analog of Ohm's
law Δ𝑃𝑃 = 𝐹𝐹 ∙ 𝑅𝑅, where the vessel acts as a “resistor” opposing the flow, with resistance R,
given by
(19)

𝑅𝑅 =

128𝜇𝜇L
𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷4
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and μ denotes fluid viscosity.80 Under network topology assumptions involving the number
and connective structure of the various size resistors (that is, the morphometric data), and
ignoring additional losses due to the disruption of stream lines at bifurcations, the
pulmonary vascular pressure, resistance, and flow computations translate into familiar
Kirchoff current and voltage law calculations.6,7,72–73,74,81
Biomechanical properties of pulmonary arteries are thought to play an important
role in determining the vascular pressure distribution within the lung. The extension of the
concept of vascular resistance, (19), to idealized distensible vessels is discussed in Fung
[80]. In Linehan et al.,82 Fung's observations were employed using (16) to arrive at a
nonlinear relationship between vessel flow (F), inlet pressure (Pa), outlet pressure (Pv),
vessel distensibility (α), and resistance (R) corresponding to a rigid vascular geometry

(20)

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 =

5

[(1 + 𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 ) +
𝛼𝛼

1
5𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎]5

−1

.

The relationship in (20) may be generalized, and at the same time simplified, by
considering a nonlinear transformation of vascular pressure [4]. Let 𝐷𝐷/𝐷𝐷0 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃), where
𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃) is a general function of pressure (e.g., the linear model of (16)). Denote a nonlinear
transformation V, of pressure by 𝑉𝑉(𝑃𝑃) = ∫ (𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃))4 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. For example, using (16), 𝑉𝑉(𝑃𝑃) =
∫ (1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼)4 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = (1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼)5 /𝛼𝛼. If attention is focused on the transformed pressure variable,
(20) becomes
(21)

Δ𝑉𝑉 = 𝑉𝑉(𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 ) − 𝑉𝑉(𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 ) = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅.

Equation (21) then suggests that the upstream–downstream pressure difference ΔV
in a distensible vessel is a fixed vascular resistance R, calculated using 𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷0 in (19),
times vessel flow F. Equation (21) can be recognized as a form of “Ohm's Law,” in which
blood flow replaces current and V, transformed pressure, mimics the role of voltage.

As described above, both large and small pulmonary arteries in lungs of rats
exposed to normoxia have distensibility that is well described by (16) with
α=2.8% per mmHg independent of diameter, despite the fact that large and small
pulmonary arteries exhibit different histological structure.5 The hypoxic rat artery data
was also well described by this model with α=1.5% per mmHg. With this in mind, (21) was
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used to show that if a vascular tree were built such that each vessel had a common
distensibility relationship 𝐷𝐷/𝐷𝐷0 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑃𝑃), then when a vessel experienced a fraction 𝑓𝑓 of the
total pulmonary arterial inflow at one inflow rate, the vessel would always experience the
same fraction of total flow, regardless of whether the inflow rate (cardiac output)
increased or decreased.83 Such behavior would presumably be advantageous for the
pulmonary vascular bed. In particular, once ventilation-perfusion matching was
established, the connective structure and common distensibility would, without additional
energy expenditures, aid in preserving perfusion without the need for an elaborate
external control mechanism. Since exposure to hypoxia results in increased inlet pressures,
we were interested in determining the impact of random perturbations in α on the terminal
arterial flows. We also sought to determine whether the decrease in α observed with
hypoxia would be sufficient to account for increased pulmonary arterial pressure, or
whether rarefaction (i.e., a decrease in the number of vessels) suggested by the decrease in
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿and the background haze in Fig. 9 might be required.
To begin to address this question, a previously described tree-growing algorithm13
was used to simulate pulmonary arterial trees with different values of α. The longitudinal
distribution of resistance from the inlet artery to the terminal arterioles was then
examined for each tree. The simulated trees have the property that each vessel has a
different size and the tree has a morphometric summary consistent with observed data,
e.g., Fig. 11. However, the computer implementation was enhanced to account for vessel
distensibility. Although each tree has the same number of total vessels, each vessel has a
different zero-pressure diameter 𝐷𝐷0 , but the same 𝐷𝐷0 is used in each tree; with the largest
and smallest diameters being 𝐷𝐷0 = 1.6 mm and 10 μm, respectively. Each individual
pressure dependent diameter is given by (16). When a tree is first constructed, each vessel
α is randomly selected according to a long cycle Gaussian pseudorandom number
generator, with negative α discarded. Typical α distributions are shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Representative distensibility plots. Vertical axis is vessel distensibility α, in percent change per
mmHg; horizontal axis is diameter, in cm, at zero pressure. 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 1.6mm, 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 10𝜇𝜇m. Each symbol
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represents one arterial segment, with symbol size modified to enhance visual interpretation. Left: mean
α=2.8% per mmHg, CV=61% (normoxia). Right: α=1.5% per mmHg, CV=61% (hypoxia).

Since the rat pulmonary circulation exhibits a monopodial branching pattern, in
order to report a longitudinal profile, a method of averaging the multitude of pathways is
required. Previously we have reported vascular pressure as a function of cumulative
vascular volume to all sites within the arterial tree that have the same pressure, that is, the
total vascular volume that is upstream from a pressure isobar within the arterial tree.4,83
This manner of reporting vascular pressure as function of cumulative vascular volume is
employed in Fig. 13. The panels of Fig. 13 show the average pressure-volume relationship
obtained from five different arterial trees. Here each arterial tree consists of individual
vessels modeled using an equal number of coupled nonlinear equations that are solved by
successive iterations. The starting parameters are obtained using the rigid vessel resistance
calculated using the 𝐷𝐷0 to provide the initial pressure and vascular flow approximations.
The outlet pressure at the terminal vessels of the arterial tree was fixed at 4 mmHg and the
viscosity μ was 1.02 cP, appropriate for saline-perfused rat lungs. In both panels, the
simulated normoxia trees consisted of 1 048 575 vessels and a distribution of α with mean
2.8% per mmHg and coefficient of variation 61%, resulting in pulmonary inlet pressures of
12.9 ± 0.1 mmHg (mean ± SE) and 18.6 ± 0.1 mmHg for inlet flows of 60 and 120 ml/min,
respectively. In the left panel, the simulated hypoxic trees consisting of the same number of
vessels with the same initial 𝐷𝐷0 but with a distribution of α with mean 1.5% per mmHg,
result in inlet pressures of 15.8 ± 0.1 and 23.9 ± 0.1 mmHg for inlet flows of 60 and 120
ml/min, respectively.

Fig. 13. Vascular pressure as a function of cumulative vascular volume. Lung inflow 60 ml/min (filled
circles) or 120 ml/min (filled squares), outlet pressure 4 mmHg. Each symbol is mean and error bars
are SE of 5 randomly created trees. Left: all trees consist of 1 048 575 vessels with 𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷0 (1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼) and
average α=1.5% (hypoxia) or 2.8% (normoxia) per mmHg. Right: Normoxic trees consist of 1 048 575
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vessels with average α=2.8% per mmHg while hypoxic trees consist of 262 143 individual vessels with
average α=1.5% per mmHg.

Although the lower α in the hypoxic trees resulted in higher pulmonary arterial
pressure, this magnitude increase is not sufficient to account for the almost doubled
arterial pressures observed in actual rat lungs after chronic hypoxic exposure. Thus, we
investigated the possibility of rarefaction of vessels, as suggested by the decrease in
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 and 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 obtained from the micro-CT data and inspection of the change in background
haze in the projection images (Fig. 9). The right panel of Fig. 13, shows the results from
simulated hypoxic trees consisting of 262 143 individual vessels with a distribution of α
with mean equal to 1.5% per mmHg and coefficient of variation of 61%. The decrease in
parallel flow pathways resulted in increased mean pulmonary inlet pressures of 20.0 ± 0.1
and 37.7 ± 0.1 mmHg for inlet flows of 60 and 120 ml/min, respectively, which is
consistent with pressures observed in hypoxic lungs. The longitudinal profiles in Fig. 13
suggest that, overall the pulmonary arterial tree may act as a pressure manifold, wherein
most of the pressure drop is downstream near the terminals of the arterial tree.
In Fig. 14, the left and right panels represent the average normalized flow
distribution from five simulated pulmonary arterial trees using normoxic and hypoxic
parameters given above. In this setting, a normalized flow ratio is taken to be the flow in a
terminal artery when pulmonary arterial tree inflow is 120 ml/min, divided by twice the
flow in the same artery when pulmonary arterial tree inflow is 60 ml/min. The doubling of
pulmonary arterial tree inflow was selected to simulate increased cardiac output, such as
what might occur in situ with exercise in a rat. If no redistribution of flow occurred within
the pulmonary arterial structures, all normalized flow ratios would be one. Thus,
distributional deviations from one could be interpreted as a change in pulmonary vascular
perfusion in response to a change in total flow. In constructing the random trees in Fig. 14,
the outlet pressure for the arterial tree was again 4 mmHg and individual vessel
distensibility given by (16). In the left panel, trees consisting of 1 048 575 vessels and
average α=2.8% per mmHg were constructed to simulate normoxic trees, while in the right
panel, trees consisting of 262 143 vessels and average α=1.5% per mmHg were
constructed to simulate hypoxic remodeled trees. The increase in the spread of the flow
distribution with hypoxia suggests that the capillary units see greater changes in fractional
flow from control to hypoxia, which may have an impact on ventilation-perfusion matching.
Extensive detailed data describing the redistribution of flow due to chronic exposure to
hypoxia are not available, so that comparison of the model predictions to date is not yet
possible. However, the model suggests that if rarefaction and vessel biomechanical
properties change in the manner indicated, repartitioning of flow within the lung in
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response to changes in cardiac output (e.g., as occurs with exercise) would potentially lead
to changes in blood reoxygenation efficiency.

Fig. 14. Normalized terminal vessel flow ratio distributions. Each graph is the average of the
distributions of five randomly constructed arterial trees, where normalized flow ratio is the flow in a
terminal artery when lung inflow is 120 ml/min divided by twice the flow in the same artery at lung
inflow of 60 ml/min. Tree outlet pressure 4 mmHg and individual vessel 𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷0 (1 + 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼). Left: Trees
consist of 1 048 575 vessels and average α=2.8% per mmHg (normoxia). Right: trees consist of 262 143
vessels and average α=1.5% per mmHg (hypoxia).

Reeves et al., using a measurement methodology that provides a global estimate of
pulmonary vessel distensibility, reported an initial baseline α=2.2% per mmHg in humans
at sea level that, after three weeks at high altitude (6100 m) decreased to 0.8% per
mmHg.84 This change in α is in general agreement with those reported in normoxic and
chronic hypoxia-exposed rats.5 It is well known that hematocrit is elevated with chronic
hypoxia exposure.85 Increased hematocrit in situ may result in additional increases in
vascular pressure; however, any change in viscosity due to increased hematocrit is not a
factor in our simulations or experiments, since the isolated rat lungs are not perfused with
blood.

Thus, overall the model suggests that a decrease in distensibility alone is insufficient
to explain the increase in pressure associated with chronic hypoxia-induced pulmonary
hypertension. Instead, the increase in pressure is better described when remodeling is
characterized by both decreased distensibility and rarefaction of the vascular tree,
although it may be that the increased pressure is due to lumenal narrowing. The use of
mathematical modeling to distinguish amongst these hypotheses will require advances in
experimentation, including additional high-resolution imaging to examine changes in the
small arteries wherein much of the arterial resistance resides.13
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Section V.

Conclusion

In summary, the lungs are well known for their gas exchange function. However,
because the lungs have an endothelial surface approximately equal to that of the entire
systemic circulation, and are situated between the systemic venous and arterial systems,
they are well suited for their role of controlling not only arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide
levels, but also other aspects of the chemical composition of the arterial blood. Thus,
mathematical models of various forms have been developed as an aid in the investigation
of the metabolic and hemodynamic functions of the lung.
Recent studies suggest that the pulmonary endothelium may modify the redox
status of compounds during passage through the lung. Depending on the physical and
chemical properties of the compound and the physiological status of the lungs, this
potential redox modulation could result in regeneration of antioxidant capacity or
production of pro-oxidant activity, which implies an important role for the lungs in
maintenance of systemic vascular function. Indicator dilution methods and mathematical
modeling have been used to begin to investigate these redox-active processes and the
changes in their activity in response to oxidative stress.

Oxidative stress, resulting from hyperoxia, hypoxia or environmental toxins for
example, may result in alterations to the lungs, including changes in the metabolic activity
of the endothelium that potentially lead to vascular remodeling. In the case of animal
exposure to a hypoxic environment, micro-CT data used in mathematical models and
simulations have revealed that this remodeling is characterized by changes in the
structural and biomechanical properties of the pulmonary vessels. In particular, the vessels
become less distensible and the small vessels appear to narrow or perhaps even disappear.
The impact of these changes on the flow and pressure distributions within the lung then
has important implications for ventilation-perfusion matching and gas exchange in general.
A thorough mathematical/computational description of lung function will require
models and data at all scales, from the genetic level up to the whole lung and beyond. For
example, the recent work of Burrowes et al.77,86 and Huang et al.87 using computational
fluid dynamics to describe blood transport within large and small pulmonary vessels has
the potential to be incorporated into a global model of the lung circulatory system, along
the lines suggested recently by Hunter and Nielsen.79 Multiscale mathematical modeling
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will undoubtedly play a key role in the integration of the emerging metabolic,
hemodynamic, and morphometric databases.
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